


The  original  pocket toolbox,  the  LEATHERMAN® TOOL,

was  created  about  11  years ago  and  certainly

has  become  a  trendsetter.  While  many  are  riding  the

multi-tool  wave,  the  Leatherman  Tool  continues  to  pro-

vide  the  biggest  bang  for your  buck  sporting  13  tools

in  one  compact  package.  It  includes:  Needlenose/regu-

lar  pliers;  wire  cutter;  scale/ruler;  lanyard  ring;  file;

small,  medium,  &  large  screwdrivers;  phillips  head

screwdriver;  can/bottle  opener;  awl/punch;  and  plain

eclge  blade.  Leatherman  Tool  also  features  a  leather

belt  sheath  and  a  25  year  guarantee.  Model  #LM-LT.

Suggested  retail  $50.00

Golden  Edge $45E00

"Do-it-yourselfers''  will  appreciate  the

MULTl-PLIER®'s  convenient  one-hand-

ed  operation.  With  a flick  of the  wrist,
L[u[NUAi`8YkSm:aLnfuL3       the  pliers  slide  out giving  access t013

tools.  Loaded  into  the  41/2''  handles

are:    pliers;  wire  cutter;  scale/ruler;  lanyard  ring;  file;  small,  medi-

um,  &  large  screwdrivers;  phillips  head  screwdriver;    can/bottle

opener;  drop  point  blade;  and  serrated  sheepsfoot  blade.  Add  to

this the  Gerber TOOL  KIT,  and  you  get  6  new  screwdriver  bits.  The  includ-

ed  coupler enables  you  to  use  any  standard  1/4"  bits  including  allen  head

and  torque  bits.  Tool  Kit  sheath  also  accommodates  the  Multi-Plier tool.

MULTI-PLIER  with  sheath.  Model  #GB-MP.

Suggested  retail  $70.00

Golden Edge $63.00
TOOL  KIT with  sheath,  coupler,  and  6  bits.  Model  #GB-TK

Suggested  retail  $23.20  (Tool  Kit  sold  separately.)

Golden  Edge $19.95

The  sophisticated  4X4  mixes  a functional  work tool  with

good  looks.   The  handsome  leather  handle  covering
allows a  comfortable,  secure  grip when  bearing  down

on  the  pliers.  The  4X4  incorporates  pliers  with  wire cut-

ter;  flat  head  screwdriver;  phillips  head  screwdriver;

plain  edge  blade;  and  serrated  edge  blade.  Lanyard  ring
at the  handle's  base folds  around the  Pliers to  lock  in

the  closed  position.  Sturdy  leather belt sheath  included.

Model  #AL-4X4.  Suggested  retail  Sl 63.00

Golden  Edge $126E00

The  impressive  PARAT00L®  offers  an  array  of  14

functional  tools  to  tackle  any  project.  Tools  include:

needlenose/regular  pliers;  wire  cutter;  scale/ruler;  lanyard

ring;  file;  small,  medium,   &  large  screwdrivers;  phillips

head  screwdriver;  can/bottle  opener;  awl;  drop  point  blade;

and  serrated  sheepsfoot  blade.  Plier  head  can  be  angled

(14o-180°)  to  reach  awkward  spots.  Lanyard  ring  acts as  a
thumb  tab  to  pry  up  the  plier  head  one-handed.  An

injection  molded  belt  pouch  locks  the  tool  into  place.

Model  #SG-PT.  Suggested  retail  $59.95.

Golden Edge $53.95

Don't  be  fooled  by  its  size.  The  MICR0  T00LCLIP®  packs  8

essential  tools  into  its  compact  design:    pliers;  wire  cutter;

file;  flat  screwdriver;  drop-point  blade;  serrated  sheepsfoot

blade;  wire  stripper;  and  the  plier  handle  acts  as  a  pry  bar!

The  steel  reinforced  Zytel  handle  includes  a  clothing  clip  so

you  can  secure  it to  your  pocket.  Choose  from  black  or  red
handle.  Model  #SG-MT.    Suggested  retail  $49.95.

Golden Edge $44.90

SOG  T00LCLIP® This  handy-man's  dream,  boasts

13  features  without  the  need  for  a  sheath.  Convenient

clothing  clip  attaches  to  your  pocket  or  belt  and  allows

easy  access.  The  Toolclip  includes:    regular  pliers;  wire

cutter;  lanyard  ring;  file;  small  &  large  screwdrivers;

can/bottle  opener;  awl/punch;  spearpoint  blade;  serrat-

ed  edge  blade;  two  wire  strippers;  and  the  plier  handle

serves as  a  pry  bar.  Made  of  rugged  tool  steel  for that
hard  working  handy-man.  Model  #SG-TC.

Suggested  retail  $79.95.

Golden  Edge $71.95



GT  KNIVES

This  fresh  folder  design  from  a  new  knife  maker  is  raising  a  lot  of  eyebrows.  Functional  design  and  fine

craftsmanship  make  it  a  great  choice.  The  GT-ONE  folder  locks  open  and  closed  by  way  of  a  brass  push  but-

ton  sporting  the  company's  logo.  A  lobe  at the  oversize  pivot  point acts  as  a  guard,  so  even  with  wet  hands,

you  won't  slip.  The  highly-textured  scales,  Grafted  from  6061 -T6  aircraft  aluminum,  are  hard  anodized.
They're  secured  by three  hex screws.  The  substantial  ATS-34  stainless  blade  opens via teardrop-shaped
recesses  in  both  sides.  And  the  action  remains  consistent through  the  range  of travel.  You  can  open  and

close  it  one  handed  with  some  practice.  Made  in  America,  the  GT-One  carries  a  lifetime  warranty.  If you're

looking  for  a  sturdy,  hand-filling  folder,  consider  the  GT-One.  Available  plain  edge  or  combination  plain/

serrated  edge.  Model  #GT-BL.  Suggested  retail  $130.00.

Golden  Edge $117.00

©BerettausEAE

Model  #BR-S2  (Serrated  edge)

Model  #BP-PS2  (Combination  plain/serrated  edge)

Model  #BR-P2  (Plain  edge)

The  new  mid-sized  Beretta  AIPI  LIGHTS

are  just  like  the  original  Air  Lights--just

scaled  down  and  easier to  fit  in  your  pock-

et.  The  Zytel  handles  aren't the  only things

that  make these  Berettas  so  light,  the
skeletonized  blades  greatly  reduce  weight

as  well.  A thumb  stud  on  each  side  of the

blade  means  one-handed  opening  with
either  hand.  Lefties  don't  have to  switch

the thumb  stud  to the  other side  of the
blade.  Suggested  retail  $50.oo.

Golden Edge $45.00

COLORED HAunLES Set Df three with frog holiday wrapping
*(Note-pink handled  Mini  Paring has sawhooth  edge.)  SAVE SZO,J

Model #SP-KCL Sorry, knives in colored set cannot be sold sepa-

rately.  Golden  Edge SpeSial  $48,85

BML::ei##.DKLBEKsge:,°df:hnreEedwg'teh;r;ee:i:ia55W8r:3g'nos"V""'

Each  blade  is  individually  heat treated,  oil  quenched,  and  ice  tempered,  then  hand  ground  and  sharpened.

Maximum  edge  retention  is  obtained  by  using  MBS-26  stainless  steel.  Durable  Sermollan  handles  (rubberized

plastic)  provide  excellent  grip  for  wet  or  oily  hands.  Although  they're  dishwasher  safe,  we  recommend  sink
washing  for  all  fine  kitchen  cutlery.

Add this great trio to your kitchen and
you'll have all the cutting
power you'II need.
Pro-Culinaire's  MINI  PARING  knife

is the  perfect size for in  hand  cut-

ting  chores,  peeling  and  paring,  as

well  as  gourmet decorating.  It is  not

only  petite,  but strong,  which  lends

itself as a favorite among wood

carvers.  *PlainEdge.  Model #SP-

KO9PBK.   Suggested  retail  $13.95.

Golden Edge $12.95

The  61/2n  UTILITY  has  what  it takes

to  become the  most  used  knife  in

your  kitchen.  Just the  right  size  for
cutting,  chopping,  slicing,  dicing,

carving--whatever you  have  in  mind.

And  wait till  you  try  it  on  a tomato!

SpyderEdge  only.  Model  #SP-

K04SBK.   Suggested  retail  $23.95.

Golden  Edge $21.95

The  SANTOKU  Japanese-style  veg-

etable  slicer  makes  a  quick job  of

any food  preparation.  After chop-

ping  and  dicing,  scoop  food  up
onto  the  extra wide  blade  (21/4")

and  transfer  directly to  skillet.  The

Santoku's curved  blade  allows an
easily  controlled  rocking  motion

for fine  dicing.  (Not  for  cleaving.)

PlainEdge  only.    Model  #SP-

KO8PBK.  Suggested  retail  $37.95.

Golden  Edge $33.95



What a  pleasant surprise to find  any of these
small  treasures lucketl  inside your Christmas stocking.

And  what a  surprise  if you.re the  gift  giver--they.re  all  less than  $35!
Surnlss
ARTav

VICTORINOX  CLASSIC  Perhaps

the  most widely  purchased  gift

knife  in  the  world,  and  why

not--it  is  a  classic!  This

G.  Sakai's  HOTARU  (Japanese

for firefly)  is the  ultimate  in  key

chains.  How many times  have

you  scratched your paint trying
hastily to  unlock your car door

-&
G.SAKAI         in  a  pitch  blackparking  lot?

This  keychain  lights the way

with  a fine focus  red  beam  and  the  single

cell  battery  is easy to  replace.  But wait,  it's

not just a  keychain...  it  also  includes  a  1

5/8"  pocket  knife you  can  open  one  hand-

ed.  You  can  order the  durable Zytel  handle

in  black  or yellow.  Model  #GS-HOT.

Suggested  retail  $29.95.

Golden Edge $26.95

# Sp,der{O"
DRAGONFLY"  Many have asked, "Do you  have

anything  bigger than the  LadyBug" ,  but smaller

than the Delica" ?" We do now!  Spyderco's new

Dragonfly is  right in  between and  it includes the

pocket clip. The curve Of the  handle fits and feels

great in your hand and the  1  7/8" blade cuts almost
anything.  Choose any color you  like, as  long as it's

black. Available in SpyderEdge" or PlainEdge.

Model #SP-C28.  Suggested  retail $39.95.

Golden  Edge Special $34.95

Custom  knifemaker Wayne  Goddard  boasts  29

years  experience  to  his  credit,  and  it  certainly
shows  in  his  family  of  CLIPITS".  The  BABY  GOD-

DARD,  the  smallest  of the  three,  gives  you  the

advantage  of a  custom  knifemaker's  design  at a
fraction  of the  cost.  The  only thing  the  Baby

Goddard  is  missing  is  the  pocket  clip.  Perfect  size

to  put  on  a  keychain  or  carry  in  your  pocket.    Model

#SP-C20PS.  Suggested  retail  $38.95.

Golden Edge $34.95

I-.-     Instantly recoonizable koychaln

knife  packs  6  essential  tools  into  its  tiny  frame:    Nail

file;  small  screwdriver;  small  plain  edge  blade;  scis-

sors;  tweezers;  and  toothpick.  The  Classic  is  ideal  for

personal  gifts,  office  gifts,  or for  a youngster's first

pocket  knife.  Model  #VX-CL.    Suggested  retail  Sl8.00.

Golden  Edge $16.20

€oLD rTEEL

W'E:a

Cold  Steel's  READY  EDGE  with  its  patented  quick-release  sheath

has  a  spring  clip  which  attaches  to  zippers,  key  rings  or  belt  loops.

The  aggressive  serrated  edge  facilitates  any tough  cutting  job.

The  resilient  Kraton®  handle  and  fixed  blade  construction  offer

positive  leverage  and  comfortable  grip.  Available  in  black
handle  and  serrated  edge  only.  Model  #CS-PIED.

Suggested  retail  $16.95.

Golden  Edge  Cutlery  is  proud  to  be  the  first  cutlery  company

in  the  United  States to  carry the  beautiful  factory  customs from

Hiro  in  Seki  City,  Japan.  The  model  shown  features  a  stainless  steel

handle  inlaid  with  Kraton®.  The  blade  of this  classy  little  lockback  is

Grafted  from  G2  stainless  steel  for  excellent  edge  retention.

Model  #HR-K2.  Suggested  retail  $37.95.

Golden Edge Special $29.95



The  MOKl  500 SERIES  is a  rare  collection  of inclescribable  quality.  Each  piece  is  hand  embellished  by talented

individuals of great distinction.  ATS-34 stainless  steel  blades are  given  a  mirror finish  and  a  razor sharp  edge.
All  models are furnished  with  a  polishing  chamois and  leather sheath.  Since we can  no  longer order this
series,  we are offering  our remaining  inventory at half the  original  price.  What an  incredible  opportunity to  own

one of the finest collectibles  iri the cutlery industry.

1.  STAG  DELPHI                                                                                                7.  DAPHNE
Stag  handle.  Model #MK-500A  Regular Price $273.50.      Inlaid abalone  & stainless steel into  mother Of pearl.--..,,,,,,-- ~  -,--    _  ^^|J  ^^

Model #MK-505  R8gular  Price $371.60.

Golden Edge Special $185.80
8.  PATPllcIAN

#:ad%|a#bfa]£.ngb7b]fi:#,E#?jr:e&SF3°tt|teor.°fpear[.
Golden Edge Special $165.55
a.  ELPIS
Inlaid  abalone,  stainless  steel  &  nickel  silver into
mother of pearl.  Model #MK-508  Regular  Price
$350.95.

Golden Edge Special $175.48
10. AloFIA
Inlaid abalone,  mother of pearl,  black lip  pearl,  &
stainless steel into  mother of pearl  & abalone.

Golden Edge Special $136.75
2.  PEARL  DELPHI
Pearl  handle.  Model #MK-500E  Regular Price $273.50.

Golden Edge Special $136.75
3.  AMARANTH
Green sea snail  inlaid  into stainless steel  handle.
Model #MK-501  Regular Price  $291.95.

Golden Edge Special $145.98
4.  BLOSSOM
Gold  shell  inlaid  into stainless steel,  Model #MK-502
Regular  Price $286.10.

Golden Edge Special $143.05
5.  VESTA
Abalone and mother of pcarl lcaf set onto black lip pearl       Model #MK-5og Regular price $350.95
oyster handle. Model #MK-503 Regular pries $331.10.        Golden  Edge  special  $175.48
Golden Edge Special $165.55
6.  LYPA
Abalone & stainless steel  inlaid  into mother of pearl.
Model #MK-504   Regular  Price $297.80.

Golden Edge Special $148.90

#;r::[#b:e::dg:r:a:d#°npnor:0:Eel,:    Pp
company.  These  light-weight
designs demonstrate the
wisfrom of combining  new
materials with  hlstorlc  crafts-
manship.  The  black   Zytel
model with  honeycomb-tex-
tured  handle won`t  slip  even
if your hands are wet. The
red or yellow Zytel  models
feature a black   8lastomBr
insert that  provides a
re§Hient,  leather  like  feel.

All models open one handed

(left  or  right)  via a  reversible
thumb  stud.  Like  their  more
expensive  models, these
folders  offer Moki's  famous
design and 6xeoution
throughout. As gifts, they
express your appr8ciation
for qualify  and  precision.
Each  model  available  plain
or serrated.

MOKI
ln  1952,  Mr.  Moki  Sakurai

assumed  responsibil.rty Of his
father`s  "one  man"  knife

factory which first opened  in
1907  ln Seki  Cfty, Japan.   Over

the years, the name Moki
Sakurai became associated
with  high qualfty and  his knives

were referred to as Moki's
Knives.   As a resiilt, the   name
was changed to Moki Knife

Company in  1987.

The Moki  Knits  Company

produces exquisite  embell'ish-
monts  on the  handles  of their
folding  knives, which  has
earned them  over 180 design
and  utility  patents,  Their forte
is  inlay work iislng  exotto
materials,  We  believe that  no
factories and few custom
knife  makers  in the world  can
match  Moki  in  triis area.

Model #MK-920BK (Large,  blk handle)  Blade:  8A.  Suggested  retail $56.95.

Golden Edge $50.95

Model  #MK-921 BK  (Small,  blk  handle)  Blade:  8A.Suggested  retail  $46.95

Golden Edge $41 .95

Model #MK-922 (Large,  red  or yellow handle)  Blade:  8A.Suggested retail  $63.95

Golden Edge se7.95

Model #MK-923  (Small,  red  or yellow handle)  Blade:  8A.Sugg6st6d  retail $53,95

Golden Edge $48.95

SILVERFEATHER  This  beautiful  addition  to  the  Moki  line  combines  form

with  function and  further demonstrates  Moki's  attention to  detail.  Its  sleek
design fits  comfortably  in vest or trouser pocket.  But  don't take  this  g6n-
tlemen's knife lightly!  The spearpoint  blade,  polished to  a  high  sheen  is
made of 8A stainless  steel that keeps a razor sharp edge. The brushed
stainless steel  handle features the traditional  positive  rear lock,  lanyard
hole,  and  Moki  logo.  Available  in  plain  or  serrated  edge.  Model  #MK-520.

Suggested  retail $59.95.

Golden Edge $53.95

A



We've  got  good  news  and  bad  news.  The  bad  news  is  that  Spyderco  is  no  longer  producing  the

following  models.    The  good  news  is  that this  enables  us  to  sell  out  our  remaining  inventory  at  a

great  discount!  Don't  wait too  long  to  place your  order-quantities  are  limited.

BLAK-Tl®  WORKER"  The  original  stainless  steel

worker  ls  given  a  Blak-Ti  coating  making  it  corrosion

and  scratch  resistant.  Available  in  SpyderEdge"

only.  Model  #SP-C0lsBK.

Suggested  retail  S129.95.

Golden Edge Speeial se6.95

LEFT  HAND  MARINER"  Sheepsfoot  blade

makes  it a favorite  among  rescue workers.
Teardrop  shaped  vent  in  handle  aids  in  drying

lock  and  spring.  Available  in  SpyderEdge  only.

Model  #SP-C02S.  Suggested  retail  $103.95.

Golden Edge Special $77.95

money  clip.  The  21/8"  drop  point  blade  is

available  in  PlainEdge  or  SpyderEdge.  Model  #SP-C04.

Suggested  retail  $88.95.

Golden Edge Special $66.95

HAPIPY"  Designed  to  cut fishnet,  but  hawks-

bill  blade  is  useful  in  many  marine  applica-

tions.  Teardrop  vent  in  handle  aids  in  drying

lock  and  spring.  Available  in  PlainEdge"  only.

Model  #SP-CO8P.    Suggested  retail  $91.95.

Golden Edge Special se8.95

spudercoTM

BED  0R  GREEN  ENDUPIASTM  These  two  colors  will  no  longer  be  produced,  however the  Endura

remains  one  of   Spyderco's  most  popular  models.  Available  in  PlainEdge  or  SpyderEdge".

Model  #SP-C10.  Suggested  retail  $54.95.

Golden Edge Special $40.95

BLUE  DELICA"   The  perfect

size.  A feature that  makes this

knife  probably the  most  popu-

lar Spyderco  model.  Available

in  PlainEdge and  *SpyderEdge.

Model  #SP-Cll BL.  Suggested

retail  $45.95,

Golden Edge
Special $33.95

*Only  PlainEdge  is  being  discontinued.



STRIKE  FOPICE®  Fire  starter  system  ensures that

you`ll  never worry about  matches  again.  A couple of
good  strikes  on the flint  rod  creates  intense sparks to
ignite  the  t.inder  cube.  Not  only  is  it  a  dependable  fire

starter,  but also works  well  at  night to  send  a distress

signal  to  searchers.  The  durable,  lightweight,  high

impact  housing  is  impervious  to  extreme  weather

and  will  store  one  tinder  cube.  Model  #GB-SF.

Suggested  retail  $20.40.

Golden Edge Specia[ $15.95
Includes  two  tinder  cubes.

AF15ker8£ompany

The  SPORT  AXE  is  large  enough  to  get the  job

done,  yet  small  and  light  enough  to  maneuver  easi-

ly  .  Use  it for  chopping  wood  or  pounding  in  tent

stakes.  Perfect to  pack along  on  your Christmas
tree  cutting  expedition.  Both  plastic  carry'ing  case

and  belt  sheath  included.  Model  #GB-AXE.

Suggested  retail  $54.00.

Golden Edge Special $42.95

FOLDING  SPORTSMAN  I  Beautiful  yet  func-

tional.  A  perfect  description  for this  stylish

folder.  Gerber's brass folding knives  have
been around for decades and  have since
become  a tradition.  The drop  point  blade
features  a  concave  grind and  is  given  a
shiny  mirror  finish.  Model  #GB-FS1.

Suggested  retail  $60.50.

Golden Edge Special $47.95

#   -`i-.-i    `,    j` ..-.

AIR  SOG"  This  multi-purpose,  lightweight,

fast  opening  knife  is  one  of  SOG's  most

popular.  The  checkered  Zytel  handle  com-
bines  I.ight  weight with  a secure  grip.  Thumb

stud for  one-handed  opening  is  reversible.
A  nylon  belt sheath  is  included  which  can  be

carried  either vertically  or horizontally.

Model  #SG-A.  Suggested  retail  $45.00.

Golden Edge $40.50

COLD STEEL
Survival  and  rescue  operations demand a

TIMBERLITES"  Vaughn  Neeley  of Timberline

Knives  invented  a very  noteworthy  locking  sys-

tem which  has  become the  cornerstone  of the
Timberlite series.  Known  as the  NeeleyLock ",
this innovative  design  allows  its  user to  open

and  close the  knife  with  no  levers  or  locks  to

push  in  the  ftand/G area.   The  lock  is  released
by  moving  the  A/ade outward  by  either  pulling

or  pushing forward  with the thumb  studs.

Thumb  studs are  on  each  side  of the  blade to
facilitate  opening  with  e'ither  hand.  Available  in

black  Zytel  handle  with  black thumb  stud,  or

olive  green  handle  w.ith  black thumb  stud.  The

olive  green  model  has  a  subdued  finish  on  the

blade.  Model  #TL-101.  Suggested  retail  $34.95.

Golden Edge $31.40

versatile  knife that can  endure  severe abuse.  The  SBK

(Survival/Rescue  Knife)  answers this  demand.  The  3/16"
thick  strong  cl.Ip-point  blade  possesses  a fine  enough  tip

for  meticulous  cutting  jobs.  Carbon  V"  steel  blade  is  well

known  for  its  edge  holding  capabilities.  BIack  cordura  sheath

included.  Model  #CS-SRK.    Suggested  retail  $69.95.

i5il;,,\   I.`,t`l  ,,-,,    \-,         ,       \,,`,;                                       I-,.   `',`

1`     1'11,,     ,"`,I"                      ,.|\     i       .           :a",,I.                                              '\,,,I"I_-,I-I_I_I--
lIIIIRE

Golden Edge $62.90
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Spyderco's  TPll-ANGLE  SHAPIPMAKEPITM  is  one  of  our  most  popular  gift  items.  Everybody wants  an  easy to

use  sharpener,  whether  it  be  for  kitchen  knives,  scissors,  wood  working  tools,  pointed  objects,  or those

seemingly  hard  to  sharpen  serrated  edges.  Well,  those  serrated  edges  are  actually very  easy  with  the  Tri-Angl?

Sharpmaker--it  was  made  especially for them!  Tri-Angle  shaped  stones  are  made  of  High  Alumina  Ceramic,

capable  of  cutting  any  metal  known  to  man  and  no  oil  or water  js  required.  Set  comes  with  complete

instructions  and  a  cordura  carrying  case  makes  it  portable.  Model  #SP-203MFC.  Suggested  retail  $49.95.

Golden Edge Special $39.95
hacludes:
• Z Fins g" stones
• 2 Brass §atety gura\rds
• Cordura carryjng oase
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2 M8dium grit stona§
ABS plasti€  base
I nstruetion manual
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The  DIAMOND  PEN

SHAPIPENEF{   is  ideal

for  serious  fishermen.

Its  2  3/16"  sharpening

surface  has  an  1/8"  flat

side,  a  groove  for fish  hooks  on  the  other

side,  and  weighs  in  at  only  a  1/2  ounce.

Stores  inside  the  pen  cap  and  clips  into  your

pocket just  like  a  ballpoint  pen  (but  guaran-
teed  not to  leak!).  Model  #EL-S.

Golden Edge $5.95

The  key to  perfect  sharpening  with  the

LANSKY  KNIFE  SHARPENING  SYSTEM

is the  multi-angle  knife  clamp  which

assures  proper  blade to  stone  angle.

Simply attach  the  blade to  the  multi-

angle  knife  clamp;  select the appropriate

sharpening  stone  and  assemble  guide

rod.  Then  insert the  guide  rod  into the

designated  sharpening  angle  opening  and

begin  sharpening  your  knife.  You  can

select angles  of 30,  25,  20,  or  17  degrees.
Kit  contains:  coarse,  medium,  and  fine  hones;  knife  clamp  with  angle

selector;  three  guide  rods;  honing  oil;  carrying  case;  extra  screws  and

instruction  guide.  Hones  are  4" x  1/2"  and  made  of

aluminum  oxide.  Model  #LK-3.  Suggested  retail  $34.99.

Golden  Edge $31.50

1.  PEDESTAL  MOUNT  Model  #LK-PM.
Suggested  retail  $4.99.

Golden Edge $4.50
2.  UNIVERSAL  MOUNT  Model  #LK-UM.
Suggested  retail  $9.99.

Golden Edge $8E95

Mounts  hold the  clamped  knife  in  a  steady  position  and

provide  360°  work  rotation  capability.  To  sharpen  other
side  of  blade,  simply flip the  clamp  over and  repeat.  Both

mounts  have  pre-drilled  bases  so you  can  affix to  a work-

bench. The  PEDESTAL  MOUNT  is  designed  with  the  post

as a  permanent  integral  part  of the  base,  giving  maximum

stability.  The  aluminum  UNIVEPISAL  MOUNT  breaks  down

into two  pieces--  pre-drilled  base,  and  knurled  post--for

easy storage  inside  carrying  case.

I)M|
DMT's  DIAFOLD  WHETSTONE  is  housed  in  a  self-storing

fold-away  handle  that  remains  permanently  attached.  The  handle
alleviates  the  possibility  of  getting  cut  while  holding  the  stone

itself  in  your  hand.  When  not  in  use,  the folded  handle  creates  a

compact storage  case that you  can toss  into  a tackle  box,
backpack,  or toolbox.  Stone  is  4  3/8"  x  7/8u  and  fine  grit  only.

Model  #DM-FD.  Suggested  retail  $24.50.

Golden Edge $22.00

A



# Spuderco"

"ew,. Light and  compact,  Spyderco's  new

CRICKET"  makes  an  ideal  money  clip.  But

make  no  mistake--like  every   CLIPIT"--it's

a  superb  cutting  tool,  not an  accessory.  Grafted  from  G-2

stainless,  the  reverse  "Su  blade  opens  one  handed  and

secures with  a  linerlock.  When  closed,  the  pocket folder

boasts  an  unusual  oval  shape.  The  Cricket  makes  an  ideal

gift for those  appreciating  compact  quality combined  with
excellent  design.  Scales  are  Tufram  coated  aluminum.  Your

choice  of  PlainEdge  or  SpyderEdge.  Model  #SP-C29.

Suggested  retail  $59.95.

Golden Edge $53.95

JESS  HOPIN  Now  you  can  afford  one  of the  world's

finest  semi-custom  knives.  Hold  it  in  your  hand--feel

the  action--examine  its  qualify  design  and  crafts-

manship.  From  the  jigged-bone  handle  to  the  meticu-

lously  sculpted  stainless  clip  secured  by  stainless

hex screws,  the  folder  boasts  precise  fit and  finish.

The ATS-34  spearpoint  blade  features  milled  pockets

on  both  sides for easy  one-handed  opening.  Even  the

lanyard  hole features the  same  attention  to  detail--

it's  chamfered  and  lined.  This  collaboration  between

Jess  Horn  and  Spyderco  represents  excellent value

for collectors  because they'd  have to  spend  three  or

four times  as  much  for a Jess  Horn  custom.  Each

knife  comes  in  a  padded  zipper  pouch  and  is  avail-

able  in  PlainEdge"  or  SpyderEdge".  Model  #SP-C27.

Suggested  retail  $349,95.

Golden Edge $314.95

The  newest vers.Ion  of the  STANDARD"  has all the

features of its  predecessor,  but with  a cleaner, finished

look.    It sports  a finished  back  scale  and  the  pocket  clip

is  mounted  with  three  screws,  just  like  all  the  other

stainless steel  CLIPITS".  As always,  it incorporates a 6A

stainless  skinning  style  blade,  thumb-hole  opener,  front

lock,  and  lanyard  hole.  Available  in  PlainEdge  or

SpyderEdge.  Model #SP-C052.  Suggested  retail  $72.95.

Golden Edge $65.95

The  SNAP-lT" is  ideal  for  active  outdoorsmen.

Whitewater  rafters,  climbers ancl  backpackers  know

how  important  it  is to  have  immediate  access to
their tools.  The  Snap-it  attaches  quickly  and  easily  to

a  D-ring,  zipper,  or  belt  loop  and  offers  instant

access  without  compromising  safety.  The  hole  in  the

blade  has  been  enlarged  to  facilitate  opening  one-

handed  when  gloves  or  mittens  must  be  worn.  Snap

shackle  is  metal  reinforced  for  extra  strength,  and

lightweight  Zytel  handle  is  inlaid  with  Kraton  for firm

grip.  Available  in  PlainEdge  or  SpyderEdge  and  red
or  black  handle  (each  with  black  Kraton  insert).

Model  #SP-C26.   Suggested  retail  $55.95.

Golden Edge Special $44.95

RESCUETM A  paramedics #1  choice  in  emergencies.  The  blunt  sheepsfoot  blade  enables the

user to  free  a victim  without  injury.  Quickly cuts  through  seatbelts  or clothing  and  the  vol-

cano  grip  handle  pattern  provides  a  secure  hold  even  when  hands  are  wet.  Available  in

SpyderEdge  only,  and  special  price  applies to  black  handle  only.  Model  #SP-C14BK.

Suggested  retail  $54.95

Golden Edge Special $43.95

The  TUFRAM"  POLICE  model  is  a  lightweight version  of the  original  Police  Model.

6061 -T6  aluminum  scales  reduce  the  weight  of this  large  folder to  only  4  oz.   TUFRAM

(a  special  type  of  anodizing  used  to  coat  aluminum)  adds  longevity  to  the  scales  by
making  them  virtually  Scratch  resistant.  The  exposed  rivets  and  darkened  handle  give

the  Pol.Ice  model  a  new  look.    Available  in  SpyderEdge  and  PlainEdge.    Model  #SP-

C07ATU.  Suggested  retail  S146.95

Golden  Edge Special $117.95

A
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